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ABSTRACT: A systematic model is presented for a free expansion polymer foaming pro-
cess that includes simultaneous nucleation and bubble growth. An influence volume
approach, which couples nucleation and bubble growth, is used to account for the
limited supply of dissolved gas. The melt rheology is described using the Larson visco-
elastic model. The initial conditions are obtained at the upper bound of critical cluster
size under conditions of elastic deformation. The resulting set of equations are solved
using a combination of numerical techniques. A parametric study is conducted to exam-
ine the effects of key process variables on bubble growth, nucleation, and final bubble
size distribution. It shows that the factors influencing nucleation and growth affect the
ultimate bubble sizes and their distribution. The Gibbs number, a dimensionless mea-
sure of the barrier to overcome for nucleation, has the strongest impact on the cellular
structure of the foam. q 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. J Appl Polym Sci 67: 1353–1368, 1998

Key words: polymer foaming; cellular structure prediction; bubble nucleation; bubble
growth; bubble growth in viscoelastic media

INTRODUCTION values of less than one-hundredth of the base
polymer.1 Microcellular foams, which are poly-

Since their origin in the 1930s, cellular plastics meric foams with bubble sizes in the neighbor-
or polymeric foams have received wide utility in hood of 10 mm or less, are unique cellular materi-
many industrial and consumer applications. als in which voids smaller than the preexisting
Their low material costs, high strength-to-weight flaws in the polymers are nucleated, resulting in
ratios, wide range of properties, and ease of pro- material cost savings without significant reduc-
cessing are particularly attractive. These materi- tions in mechanical properties or with some im-
als can have average cell sizes ranging from a proved properties.2 The mechanical, thermal, and
few microns to hundreds of microns. Bulk foam electrical properties of bulk foam are tied to foam
densities can be quite low, sometimes down to density, cell structure, and base polymer proper-

ties.1 For any given polymer, the use of different
blowing agents and process conditions can pro-Correspondence to: J. G. Lee.
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With the ever mounting environmental pres-1380, Houston, TX 77251.
‡ Present address: The Dow Chemical Company, Freeport, sures, the polymer foaming industry is in crisis

TX. because existing process technologies are based§ Present address: College of Engineering, University of Al-
abama, Tuscaloosa, AL 35487. largely on the use of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)

Contract grant sponsor: Texas Advanced Technology Pro- and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) as blow-
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ing agents.3,4 With the ratification of the Montreal
Journal of Applied Polymer Science, Vol. 67, 1353–1368 (1998)
q 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. CCC 0021-8995/98/081353-16 protocol, many foam producers switched from
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1354 JOSHI ET AL.

CFCs to VOCs or mixtures of VOCs and inert
gases. These producers are now facing increas-
ingly strict VOC regulations by EPA and OSHA
and state regulatory agencies because VOCs are
suspected carcinogens, are flammable, and con-
tribute to smog. To protect workers and to mini-
mize emissions, expensive plant ventilation and
gas collections systems are required. Producers
have already been making environmentally nega-
tive adjustments by lobbying for less stringent re-
quirements or by moving operations out of the
country.

In many cases, existing process practices in-
volve more art than science. The highly soluble
CFCs and VOCs are very effective blowing agents,
and their replacement by inert blowing agents
(N2, CO2, Ar, etc.) is nontrivial. In most cases,
these gases are less soluble and it is difficult to

Figure 1 Schematic of single bubble growth.achieve the spectrum of densities and structures
desired. Even with the more soluble gases (e.g.,
CO2), melt rheology is affected and it is difficult

power-law fluid. Since this early work, a numberto stabilize low density foam films.
of extensions have been published. These haveA typical polymer foaming process involves sev-
included improved cell descriptions and more re-eral steps: the contact and dissolution under an
alistic conditions at the outer cell boundary,7 in-elevated pressure P (D )

0 of a gas blowing agent in
clusion of viscoelastic effects,8,9 analysis of bubblethe molten polymer; the nucleation of a dense pop-
growth during process flow,10–12 comparison ofulation of gas clusters of radius R in the supersat-
numerical foam expansion results with experi-urated solution upon the sudden release of pres-
ments,9,12–14 and descriptions applicable to spe-sure to the ambient pressure P (C ) ; the growth of
cific foam processes.15,16the nucleated bubbles in the polymer to their ulti-

Previous work on polymer foaming can be di-mate equilibrium size; and the quenching of the
vided into studies on the two independent physi-foamed material to permanently fix the structure.
cal processes, namely either nucleation or bubbleThe dissolution of the blowing agent is generally
growth. Although many theories have been pro-accomplished under pressure in special melt ex-
posed for nucleation, there is no single theory thattruders,5 and nucleation and bubble growth occur
is able to predict this complex phenomenon accu-upon depressurization at the exit die. Quenching
rately. The actual polymer foaming process is oneis achieved by passing the product through a low
of simultaneous nucleation and bubble growth intemperature water bath. The final foam density
a highly non-Newtonian liquid. The present workdepends on the original gas loading, the gas losses
incorporates simultaneous nucleation and bubbleto the environment, and the foam expansion at
growth in a viscoelastic media through an influ-quenching. The cell size and the cell size distribu-
ence volume approach. (For the application of thistion depend on the intensity and kinetics of nucle-
influence volume approach to the case of freeation, the characteristics of the bubble growth
expansion in Newtonian fluid, please see Shafiprocesses following nucleation, and the degree of
et al.17)cell wall collapse, or cell coalescence, during

expansion.
The work of Street et al.6 established the initial

MODEL DESCRIPTION AND ASSUMPTIONSframework for analyzing free expansion bubble
growth. These investigators introduced a finite in-
fluence volume (or cell) around each bubble and Consider a polymer melt that has a dissolved gas

concentration c0 in equilibrium with the gas atanalyzed the coupled mass, momentum, and en-
ergy balance equations for bubble growth in each some elevated pressure P (D )

0 . With the release of
pressure at t Å 0 the solution becomes supersatu-cell. Their work focused on the initial growth

stages and assumed the liquid to be a viscous rated and nucleation and bubble growth begin. As
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CELLULAR STRUCTURE IN VISCOELASTIC MEDIA 1355

bubble growth proceeds, the pressure inside the The secondary importance of the heat transport
effects in the bubble growth analysis was demon-bubble and the dissolved gas concentration at the

bubble surface decrease. With time, gas diffuses strated by Street et al.6 It is also supported by
experimental results.24into the bubble and a concentration gradient prop-

agates radially in the polymer melt. A schematic
of the bubble growth is shown in Figure 1. The
radius, pressure, and the dissolved gas concentra- GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR SINGLE
tion are denoted by R (t ) , P (D )

(t ) , and c (r , t ) . BUBBLE GROWTH
In analyzing the growth process, we impose the

following restrictions: Overall Mass Balance in Melt

The overall mass balance in the melt leads to1. The bubble is spherically symmetric when
it nucleates and remains so for the entire
period of growth. (For experimental re- nr Å

Rg R2

r2 (2)
sults, see Ruengphrathuengsuka.18)

2. The gas pressure in the bubble P (D )
(t ) is re-

lated to the dissolved gas concentration at where Rg is the radial growth rate of the bubble
the bubble surface c (R , t ) by and nr is the radial component of melt velocity.

c (R , t ) Å KHP (D )
(t ) (1)

Momentum Balance in Melt

Here KH is the solubility coefficient.19
In view of the assumptions listed earlier, the

3. The material properties are assumed con- equation of differential momentum balance in the
stant throughout the liquid at its initial melt reduces to
value until foaming stops.

4. Neglect the effect of gravity and the bubble
P (D ) 0 P (C ) 0 2g

R
/ 2 *

`

R

trr 0 tuu

r
dr Å 0 (3)remains stationary throughout its growth

period.
5. Thermal effects such as the latent heat of

Here P (D ) is pressure in the dispersed phase,solution are of negligible importance dur-
P (C ) is pressure in the continuous phase, and g ising bubble growth and the growth process
surface tension. The normal stresses trr and tuucan be considered as isothermal.
are described by the constitutive equation charac-6. Assume creeping flow and the fluid is as-
terizing the liquid. For a Larson viscoelastic fluidsumed to be incompressible.
(see Larson,25 p. 204), these are given by a set of7. There is no loss of dissolved gas to the sur-
differential equations for each mode of the re-roundings.
laxation spectrum in the material coordinates, j8. The bubbles do not mutually interact or Å (r3 0 R3) /3.coalesce. The bubble boundaries do not

overlap during the entire process. There is
no gas that remains bounded in the poly- dtk

rr

dt
Å 041

h b (Gk / tk
rr ) 0

tk
rr

lkmer; foaming occurs until complete chemi-
cal and mechanical equilibria are achieved.

0 4
3

a

Gk
1
h b (tk

uu 0 tk
rr ) (Gk / tk

rr) (4)9. The initial bubble growth state corre-
sponds to the upper bound of the critical
nucleation state under elastic deforma- dtk

uu

dt
Å 21

h b (Gk / tk
uu ) 0

tk
uu

lk
tion.20,21

10. The Larson viscoelastic model is used to
describe the material behavior for bubble 0 4

3
a

Gk
1
h b (tk

uu 0 tk
rr ) (Gk / tk

uu) (5)
growth. It describes various deformation
behaviors well, including the extensional

where the biaxial extensional rate is 1
h b Å Rg R2/rheology of molten polymers, and is partic-

ularly well suited to commercial, highly r3 , tk
rr and tk

uu are the normal stresses correspond-
ing to the kth mode of the relaxation spectrum,branched melts such as low-density poly-

ethylene (LDPE).22,23 Gk is the relaxation modulus of the kth mode, lk
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1356 JOSHI ET AL.

is the relaxation time of the kth mode, and a is the surrounding the bubble when it has grown from
its critical radius to a size such that its furtherstrain softening factor in the Larson viscoelastic

model. The initial conditions for the above equa- growth is governed by transport effects. A cluster
is considered to be nucleated when it reaches ations are
supercritical state where the thermodynamic
fluctuations cannot drive it back to subcriticalR (0) Å Ri tk

rr(r,0) Å tk
rr,i(r) tk

uu(r,0) Å tk
uu,i(r) (6)

conditions; then the initial radius is defined as
the upper bound in the critical zone.26 The equa-

Species Mass Balance in Melt and Mass Balance tion for the initial conditions using the Zeldovich
in Bubble approach is given by21,27

The species mass balance in the melt and mass
P (D )

i R3
i Å P (D )

cr,0R3
crbalance in the bubble lead to

1 F1 / 3

8
√
g3 / (kBT (P (D )

cr,0 0 P (C ) ) 2 )
G (10)Ìc

Ìt
/ Rg R2

r2

Ìc
Ìr
Å D

r2

Ì
Ìr Sr2 Ìc

ÌrD (7)

P (D )
cr,0 refers to the original supersaturation pres-d

dt S4p
3

P (D )R3

Z2RT D Å 4pR2D
Ìc
ÌrZrÅR

(8)
sure, Rcr is the critical radius, P (D )

i is the initial
pressure inside the nucleated cluster, Ri is the
initial radius of the nucleated cluster, kB is the

Here c is the dissolved gas concentration in the Boltzmann constant, and T is absolute tempera-
melt, D is the binary diffusion coefficient, and Z2 ture. Bubble growth is a strong function of initial
is the compressibility factor of the gas inside the conditions, and an arbitrary choice can lead to
bubble. The corresponding initial and boundary considerable error.20

conditions are While deriving the expression for nucleation
rate, it was assumed that the cluster grows to

c (r , 0) Å ci (r ) c (R , t ) Å cR (t ) Å KHP (D ) (t ) the supercritical radius in a very short time. (The
time that a cluster will take to grow from criticalc (` , t ) Å c0 P (D ) (0) Å P (D )

i (9)
size to the upper bound of the critical region is
on the order of microseconds28 and is very smallwhere cR is the dissolved gas concentration at the
compared to the average relaxation time of poly-bubble surface, KH is the solubility coefficient,
mer melt.) The liquid essentially sees a continu-P (D ) (t ) is the pressure inside the bubble, c0 is the
ous deformation starting from the inception of adissolved gas concentration before the onset of nu-
cluster to its nucleated state. The stress in a visco-cleation, and P (D )

i is the initial bubble pressure.
elastic liquid for fast deformations is determined
by the strain and not the strain path. Thus, the
stress distribution in the liquid surrounding theINITIAL CONDITIONS FOR BUBBLE
nucleated cluster is its elastic response to rapidGROWTH
deformations. The pressure P (D )

i inside the nucle-
ated bubble of radius Ri can be obtained by solvingThe maximum in the work for cluster formation
eq. (10) simultaneously with the relationacts as a barrier to nucleation. A cluster smaller

than the critical cluster has a tendency to collapse
and can overcome the barrier only through ther-

P (D )
i 0 P (C ) 0 2g

Ri
/ 2 *

`

Ri

trr 0 tuu

r
dr Å 0 (11)modynamic fluctuations. On the other hand, a

cluster slightly larger than the critical cluster has
a tendency to grow but can fall back across the where
barrier to a subcritical state because of thermody-
namic fluctuations. If the cluster is sufficiently
large compared to the critical cluster, the thermo- trr 0 tuu Å

[ (1 0 q3)4/3 0 (1 0 q3)02/3 ]
1 / a[ (1 0 q3)4/3

/ 2(1 0 q3)02/3 0 3]/3

∑
m

kÅ1

Gk
dynamic fluctuations are unable to prevent the
subsequent growth and the cluster will grow spon-
taneously to a macroscopic bubble.

The initial conditions refer to the conditions The variable q is defined as q Å R /r . The state of
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CELLULAR STRUCTURE IN VISCOELASTIC MEDIA 1357

tained its final shape and the value of VS for each
bubble remains fixed. The bubbles keep on grow-
ing by consuming gas from their influence vol-
umes until equilibrium is established between the
bubbles and their surrounding influence regions.
The size distribution of the cellular structure is
then determined from these final bubble states.

The nucleation model used in this analysis is
the extended form of nucleation theory. It in-
cluded the dissolved gas, small critical cluster
size, and elastic and nonideal solution effects and
takes the following form:

JSÅNS 2g
pmED

1/2

exp 0 16pg3

3kBT (P (D )0P (C )

0 I (Gk,a )

/P (D )ln V2 /Z2L )2

(12)

(For derivation and other details, please see Lee27

and Lee and Flumerfelt.30) Here JS is the steady-Figure 2 Schematic of a cell (bubble and its influence
state homogeneous nucleation rate, N is the num-volume).
ber of dissolved gas molecules per unit volume, g
is the surface tension at critical cluster size for

the cluster at the upper bound of the critical re- the molten polymer with dissolved gas solute,30

gion provides the starting point for bubble growth. m is the mass of a gas molecule, E is a coefficient,
kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute
temperature, I (Gk,a ) is the elasticity number of nu-

SIMULTANEOUS NUCLEATION AND
cleation, V2 is the activity coefficient of dissolvedBUBBLE GROWTH
gas solute in the polymer melt, and Z2L is the
compressibility factor of dissolved gas solute inAt any time t the radius of the bubble that nucle-
molten polymer. While the form of classical nucle-ated at time t * is denoted by R (t , t * ) . The quantity
ation theory is31–34

S (t , t * ) denotes the radial position in the melt
where the dissolved gas concentration is equal to
the nucleation threshold cS . The latter is defined JS ,clas Å NS2sPM

pmED
1/2

expS0 16ps3
PM

3kBT (P (D ) 0 P (C ) ) 2D
as the dissolved gas concentration at which the
nucleation rate is 1% of the nucleation rate at the (13)
initial dissolved gas concentration. (This criteria
was adopted from the boundary layer theory. For where JS ,clas is the steady-state homogeneous nu-
a reference, please see Geankoplis.29) The volume cleation rate derived from the classical nucleation
of the liquid between the bubble surface and S (t , theory and sPM is the macroscopic surface tension
t * ) is called the influence volume and is denoted of pure polymer melt. Then the nucleation thresh-
by VS (t , t * ) . The bubble and its surrounding in- old cS derived from extended nucleation theory is
fluence volume constitute a cell. A schematic of given by
the cell is shown in Figure 2.

The volume of the melt outside (i.e., the resid-
0.01 Å cS

c0
exp

16pg3

3kBT
1

(P (D )
0 0 P (C ) 0 I (Gk,a )

/ P (D )
0 ln V2 /Z2L )2

ual volume of bubbles) is denoted by VL (t ) . As the
dissolved gas concentration within the influence
volume is below the nucleation threshold, new
bubbles nucleate only in the residual region. The
nucleation stops when all the liquid has been oc- 0 1

(P (D ) 0 P (C ) 0 I (Gk,a )

/ P (D )ln V2 /Z2L )2

(14)
cupied by the influence regions of the growing
bubbles. At this point, the cell structure has at-
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1358 JOSHI ET AL.

Table I Base Values of Parameters for LDPE0N2 System

Diffusion coefficient, D Å 4.26 1 1009 m2 s01

Parameter in Larson model, a Å 0.39
Solubility coefficient, KH Å 3.61 1 1005 mol N01 m01

Surface tension at critical cluster, g Å 11.5 mN m01

Loading pressure, P (D)
0 Å 1.11 1 107 Pa

Ambient pressure, P (C) Å 1.01 1 105 Pa
Temperature, T Å 423.8 K
Compressibility factor of

Dissolved gas in polymer melt, Z2L Å 4.46
Gas in bubble, Z2 Å 1.03

Activity coefficient of dissolved gas in polymer melt, V2 Å 0.497

Here P (D )
0 is the initial pressure in the dispersed In the residual region the variations in the

dissolved gas concentration are less than 4% ofphase. For the base conditions listed in Table I,
the nucleation threshold cS is 96.32% of the initial the initial concentration. The bubble growth dy-

namics is not sensitive to dissolved gas concen-dissolved gas concentration c0 . The influence vol-
ume VS (t , t * ) and the radius of influence volume tration changes of this magnitude. We then as-

sume that all the nucleated bubbles see the sameS (t , t * ) are given as
initial and boundary conditions for growth. At
any time t , the state of a bubble that nucleatedVs (t ,t = ) Å

4p
3

(S3
(t ,t = ) 0 R3

(t ,t = ) ) (15)
at time t * can be related to that of the bubble
nucleated at time zero through the followingThe residual volume VL (t ) and the total number
equations17:of bubbles NB (t ) at any time t are given as

VL (t ) Å VL ,0 0 *
t

0
JS (t * )VL (t * )VS (t , t * ) dt * (16)

R (t , t * ) Å R (t 0 t *, 0) Å R (t 0 t * )

P (D ) (t , t * ) Å P (D ) (t 0 t *, 0) Å P (D ) (t 0 t * )dNB (t )
dt

Å JS (t )VL (t ) (17)
Vcb (t , t * ) Å Vcb (t 0 t *, 0) Å Vcb (t 0 t * )

with the initial conditions VS (t , t * ) Å VS (t 0 t *, 0) Å VS (t 0 t * ) (20)
VL (0) Å VL ,0 NB (0) Å 0 JS (0) Å JS ,0 (18)

where VL ,0 is the residual volume before the onset The volume of the concentration boundary Vcb

of nucleation and is equal to the melt volume and is defined as the melt volume between the bubble
JS ,0 is the initial nucleation rate. surface and the radial position in the melt where

In the residual region there are small concen- the dissolved gas concentration equals the initial
tration variations with respect to space as well dissolved gas concentration. At equilibrium ( t
as time. Because the nucleation rate JS is very Å tf ) the bubbles stop growing due to a balance
sensitive to the dissolved gas concentration, we of pressure and surface forces, R ( tf , t * ) Å 2g /
evaluate it at the average concentration cavg in the (P (D ) ( tf , t * ) 0 P (C ) ) , and the dissolved gas con-
residual region. cavg is determined through the gas centration in an influence region is uniform and
mass balance over the bubbles and the melt. is in chemical equilibrium with the pressure in

the bubble it envelopes [cf ( tf , t * ) Å KHP (D ) ( tf ,
t * ) ] . Thus, at equilibrium the gas within the bub-cavgVL Å c0VL ,0 0 *

t

0

4p
3

JS (t * )
ble and its influence volume equals the initial
gas mass in the influence volume ( t Å 0) .

1 VL (t * )
P (D ) (t , t * )R3(t , t * )

Z2RT
dt *

c0VS (tf , t * ) Å KHP (D ) (tf , t * )VS (tf , t * )0 *
t

0
JS (t * )VL (t * )

/ 4p
3

P (D ) (tf , t * )R3(tf , t * )
Z2RT

(21)1 *
S ( t , t = )

R (t ,t = )
4pr2c (r , t , t * ) dr dt * (19)
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CELLULAR STRUCTURE IN VISCOELASTIC MEDIA 1359

Table III Relaxation Spectrum of Low Densitywhere tf is the time when the final cell structure
Polyethylenewas formed. The above equation is to be solved

for all bubbles nucleated at different times.
Relaxation Relaxation Modulus
Time lk (s) Gk (dyne/cm2)

DIMENSIONLESS FORMS OF NUCLEATION 0.001 1.52 1 106

0.005 4.0051 105AND BUBBLE GROWTH EQUATIONS
0.028 3.3261 105

0.14 1.6591 105
The choice of dimensionless quantities arises from

0.7 8.69 1 104

prior studies on bubble growth.20,21 All quantities
3.8 3.1511 104

with an asterisk indicate dimensionless quanti- 20 8.5961 103

ties. 100 1.2831 103

500 1.8491 101

c*R Å
cR 0 KHP (C )

c0 0 KHP (C ) J*S Å JS /JS ,0 V *cb Å
3Vcb

4pR3
c

Adapted from Laun36 and Larson.25

V *L Å VL /VL ,0 V *S Å
3VS

4pR3
c

c* Å c 0 KHP (C )

c0 0 KHP (C ) characteristic bubble radius and bubble growth
time. lU is the average relaxation time defined as35

P (D )* Å P (D ) 0 P (C )

P (D )
0 0 P (C ) Å c*R r* Å r

Rc
R* Å R

Rc lU Å ∑
m

kÅ1

l2
kGkYS ∑

m

kÅ1

lkGkD
t* Å t

tc
j* Å r*3 0 R*3

3
1
h
*b Å

1
h b

1/tc
The base case values of different physical and

process parameters are listed in Table I. All thesec*S Å
cS 0 KHP (C )

c0 0 KHP (C ) NG Å
16pg3

3kBT (P (D )
0 0 P (C ) ) 2 parameter values either come from literature

data or from our laboratory data (e.g., V2 ,19) or
typical operating conditions. The correspondingNPe Å

g2

hD (P (D )
0 0 P (C ))

NPI Å
P (C )

P (D )
0 0 P (C )

values of the characteristic quantities and dimen-
sionless groups are given in Table II. The Gk and

NSI Å KHRT tk*
rr Å

tk
rr

P (D )
0 0 P (C ) lk values given in Table III are obtained from the

relaxation spectrum for a low density polyethyl-
ene (LDPE) melt.25,36

tk*
uu Å

tk
uu

P (D )
0 0 P (C ) (22) The relaxation times are dimensionless with

respect to the average relaxation time lU ( i.e., l*k
Å lk /lU ) . Also, the Deborah number NDe is defined

Here viscosity h Å (
m

iÅ1
liGi . In defining the above as NDe Å lU /tc . We define an average relaxation

modulus GV to convert the Gks to dimensionlessdimensionless quantities, we picked the critical
units (i.e., GV Å h /lU and G*k Å Gk /GV ) .bubble radius from classical nucleation theory, Rc

In terms of dimensionless quantities, the gov-Å 2g / (P (D )
0 0 P (C ) ) , and the critical momentum

erning equations take the following forms.transfer time, th Å 4h / (P (D )
0 0 P (C ) ) Å tc , as our

Single Bubble Growth Dynamics
Table II Characteristic Quantities and Base
Values of Dimensionless Groups

c*R 0
1

R*
/ 2 *

`

0

t*rr 0 t*uu
(3j* / R*3)

dj* Å 0 (23)
tc Å 1.78 1 1002 s
Rc Å 2.10 1 1009 m
N0

De Å 2.12 1 103 Ìc*
Ìt*

/ R*2

r*2

dR*
dt*

Ìc*
Ìr*N0

G Å 3.62 1 10
N0

Pe Å 5.78 1 1008

N0
PI Å 9.18 1 1003 Å 1

NPer*2

Ì
Ìr* Sr*2 Ìc*

Ìr*D (24)
N0

SI Å 1.27 1 1001
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1360 JOSHI ET AL.

radius R*i and the dimensionless concentrationdc*R
dt*

Å 3NSIZ2

NPe

1
R*

Ìc*
Ìr*Zr*ÅR *

c*R ,i around a nucleated bubble take the following
dimensionless forms:

0 3(c*R / NPI)
R*

dR*
dt*

(25)
(NPI / c*R ,i )R*3

i Å (1 / NPI)S1 /
√
3p

2
√
NG

D (31)

The stresses are given by a pair of ordinary differ-
ential equations (ODEs) for each mode of the re- c*R ,i 0

1

R*i
/ 2 *

`

0

t*rr,i 0 t*uu,i

3j* / R*3
i

dj* Å 0 (32)
laxation spectrum

where the stress is defined as the elastic responsedtk*
rr

dt*
Å 041

h
*b S G*k

4NDe
/ tk*

rr D 0 tk*
rr

NDel*k
to deformation

t*rr,i 0 t*uu,i

0 16
3

aNDe

G*k
1
h
*b (tk*

uu 0 tk*
rr )S G*k

4NDe
/ tk*

rr D (26)
Å (y4/3 0 y02/3 )

1 / a(y4/3 / 2y02/3 0 3)/3
1

4NDe
∑
m

kÅ1

G*k

dtk*
uu

dt*
Å 21

h
*b S G*k

4NDe
/ tk*

uu D 0 tk*
uu

NDel*k Nucleation Threshold

0.01 Å c*s / NPI

1 / NPI
0 16

3
aNDe

G*k
1
h
*b (tk*

uu 0 tk*
rr )S G*k

4NDe
/ tk*

uu D (27)

1 exp NG
1

(1 0 I (G *
k,a )

/ (1 / NPI) ln V2 /Z2L )2

Here

1
h
*b Å

R*2

3j* / R*3

dR*
dt*

0 1

(c*s 0 I (G *
k,a )

/ (c*s / NPI) ln V2 /Z2L )2

(33)
with the initial conditions as

whereR* (t Å 0) Å R*i c*R (t Å 0) Å c*R ,i (28)

t*rr (t Å 0) Å t*rr,i I (G *
k,a ) Å *

1

0

9
2a

ln[1 / a( (1 0 q3)4/3

Å (y4/3 0 1)
1 / a(y4/3 / 2y02/3 0 3)/3

1
4NDe

∑
m

kÅ1

G*k
/ 2(1 0 q3)02/3 0 3)/3]

dq
q4 ∑

m

kÅ1

G*k
4NDe(29)

t*uu (t Å 0) Å t*uu,i Nucleation Rate

Å (y02/3 0 1)
1 / a(y4/3 / 2y02/3 0 3)/3

1
4NDe

∑
m

kÅ1

G*k
J*s Å

c*avg / NPI

1 / NPI(30)

1 exp NG
1

(1 0 I (G *
k,a )

/ (1 / NPI) ln V2 /Z2L )2

where

y Å 3j*
3j* / R*3

0 1

(c*avg 0 I (G *
k,a )

/ (c*avg / NPI) ln V2 /Z2L )2

(34)
The subscript i refers to the initial value of the

variable. The equations specifying the initial
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Simultaneous Nucleation and Growth of Bubbles analytical solution is not possible. Hence, a combi-
nation of numerical techniques was used to solve
them.1 0 c*s

1 0 c*R
Å yS / yS (1 0 yS ) ∑

M

iÅ0

ai (t*)Pi (ys ) (35) A Galerkin method was used to convert eq. (24)
to a set of ODEs in terms of the time-dependent
coefficient ai in the solution’s orthogonal expan-

V *S Å R*3H 1
y3

S
0 1J (36) sion. The dissolved gas concentration in the melt

is given by

V *L (t*) Å 1 0 b

C Å y / y (1 0 y ) ∑
n

iÅ0

ai Pi (y )
1 *

t*

0
J*S (t* * )V *L (t* * )V *S (t* 0 t* * ) dt* * (37)

where Pi is the ith shifted Jacobi polynomial de-dNB

dt*
Å abJ*S (t*)V *L (t*) (38)

fined on the interval [0, 1] with respect to the
weighting function y (1 0 y ) , C Å (1 0 c*)/(1

(NPI / c*avg)V *L (t*) Å (1 / NPI) 0 c*R ) , and yÅ R /r where R° r° ` . The integra-
tion over the stresses in eq. (23) poses serious

0 b

Z2NSI
*

t*

0
J*S (t* * )V *L (t* * ) {c*R (t* 0 t* * ) problems because the stress equations, eqs. (26)

and (27), need to be solved over space and time for
/ NPI}R*3(t* 0 t* * ) dt* * each mode of the relaxation spectrum. A Gauss–

Laguerre quadrature technique37 was used to nu-
0 3b *

t*

0
J*S (t* * )V *L (t* * )R*3(t* 0 t* * ) merically evaluate the integral over space. The

stress equations were solved using the Gear’s stiff
method.

Further, the ODEs were converted to a set of
nonlinear equations using the two-point implicit1 *

yS( t*0 t* = )

1

(1 / NPI)
0 C (y , t* 0 t* * )
{1 0 c*R (t* 0 t* * ) }

y4 dy dt* * (39) method.38 These equations were then solved si-
multaneously with eq. (23) using the Broyden’s
method.37,39

with the initial conditions
The influence volumes and bubble number com-

putations were performed using a finite differenceV *L (0) Å 1 J*S (0) Å 1 NB (0) Å 0 (40)
scheme. After nucleation ends (VLÅ 0), Broyden’s
method37,39 provides a solution to eq. (41) for eachwhere a Å 3VL ,0 /4pR3

c and b Å 4p /3 JS ,0tcR3
c . The

cell to predict the final foam structure. Figure 3derivation of eqs. (35), (36), and (39) used the
shows the flowchart for solving the system ofGalerkin method, which will be explained in de-
equations governing nucleation and bubbletail in the next section.
growth. The details of the solution process are
provided elsewhere.27

Final Bubble Size

NSIV *S (t*f 0 t* * ) {R*f (t*f 0 t* * ) / 1} RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
0R*3

f (t*f 0 t* * ) {NPIR*f (t*f 0 t* * )0 1}Å 0 (41)
The bubble growth and nucleation processes are
dependent on various materials properties and

SOLUTION METHODOLOGY operating conditions that were expressed in an
appropriate dimensionless form (NPe , NDe, NSI ,
NPI , NG). We present sensitivity results that iso-Equations (23)–(25) can be solved independently

of the equations describing the simultaneous nu- late the effect of these groups on bubble growth
and foam structure. The base conditions for thecleation and bubble growth. This set of simultane-

ous nonlinear algebraic and differential equations simulation studies were selected for an LDPE
sample foamed with nitrogen (N2). The base datadescribe the bubble growth process. These equa-

tions are highly nonlinear and coupled and an are given in Tables I–III.
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Figure 3 Flowchart for solving the system of equations governing nucleation and
bubble growth in free expansion of viscoelastic media.

The effect of increasing the solubility numberSingle Bubble Growth in Finite Fluid
NSI is similar to decreasing the Peclet number,Bubble growth is a function of the dimensionless the former governing the availability of gas in the

parameters NPe , NDe, NSI , NPI , and NG. NG is only liquid and the latter controlling the supply of gas
embedded in the relationship of c*R ,i and R*i [eqs. to the bubble surface. As shown in Figure 5, bub-
(31) and (32)] , and its effect on bubble growth is ble growth is enhanced with a higher solubility
very minor. The Peclet number NPe is the ratio number.
of the convective to the diffusive mass transfer. The number NPI represents the ratio of the sys-
Decreasing the Peclet number, or increasing the tem back pressure P (C ) to the pressure difference
diffusivity as shown in Figure 4, results in a faster across the bubble surface. The initial bubble pres-
delivery of gas to the surface and faster bubble sure difference is nearly 2 orders higher than P (C )

growth. The bubble radius is strongly influenced and thus variation in NPI does not produce differ-
by changes in the Peclet number that signify the ent growth rates until the later times when bub-

ble pressure is comparable to P (C ) . A lower NPIdominance of diffusive effects.
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Figure 4 Effect of Peclet number on bubble growth in finite fluid.

implies a higher driving force in the later times. In dominance of elastic forces, and a relatively low
number implies the dominance of viscous forces.Figure 6 faster growth rates are associated with

lower dimensionless ambient pressure NPI . The bubble growth is enhanced by higher Deborah
numbers in viscoelastic media (Fig. 7). TheThe Deborah number NDe was defined as the
stresses developed in viscoelastic fluids are lessratio of the average relaxation time lU of the poly-
when the Deborah number NDe increases and themer melt to the characteristic time of the growth

process tc . A high Deborah number implies the initial growth is faster. Also observe that the ac-

Figure 5 Effect of solubility number on bubble growth in finite fluid.
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Figure 6 Effect of dimensionless ambient pressure on bubble growth in finite fluid.

celerated growth rate confirms our assumption of Ultimate Foam Structure
an elastic liquid behavior in the vicinity of nucle-

The bubble sizes and their distribution are theated bubbles. The result that melt elasticity ap-
quantities that characterize the foam. The bubblepears to enhance bubble growth is in agreement
sizes and their distribution in the foam are depen-with the observations made by other investigators
dent on the relative rates of inception and growthon bubble growth.40,41 When the Deborah number
of the bubbles. Increasing a parameter that en-is sufficiently high, the rate of bubble growth in
hances growth results in larger bubbles with aviscoelastic media is independent of the Deborah

number during a free expansion process (Fig. 7). wide distribution of sizes. A faster rate of gas con-

Figure 7 Effect of Deborah number on bubble growth in finite fluid.
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Figure 8 Effect of Peclet number on ultimate foam structure.

sumption by the growing bubbles leaves a reduced Lowering the Peclet number NPe enhances
growth but also influences nucleation rate. Thesupply for nucleation. A narrower distribution

and higher bubble density is expected when nucle- bubbles consume gas at a faster rate and the
threshold concentration cS in the entire liquidation rates are increased. All dimensionless num-

bers affecting growth and/or nucleation influence is reached earlier. The duration of nucleation tS

( i.e., the time duration until the volume of thethe foam structure.

Figure 9 Effect of solubility number on ultimate foam structure.
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Figure 10 Effect of dimensionless ambient pressure on ultimate foam structure.

residual region equals zero) shortens as shown nucleation. The number NSI appears to influence
bubble growth more because the bubble popula-in Figure 8 and the cumulative number of bub-

bles decreases. tion in Figure 9 shows a slight reduction upon
increasing solubility. The duration of nucleationA high gas solubility enhances both nucleation

and growth processes. The rapidly expanding tS shortens with a higher NSI , but there is more
gas in the influence volumes when nucleationboundaries compete with a higher rate of bubble

Figure 11 Effect of Deborah number on ultimate foam structure.
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Figure 12 Effect of Gibbs number on ultimate foam structure.

ends. The result is a wide range of bubble sizes filled with these bubbles. The time for nucleation
tS decreases, the growth of the bubbles is limited,and a lower bubble density.

The dimensionless ambient pressure NPI along and smaller bubbles with a high bubble number
density results.with NSI determines the amount of gas left in the

liquid at equilibrium [eq. (41)] . Growth rate is
inversely related to NPI . As shown in Figure 10,
lowering NPI results in a broader bubble size dis-
tribution and a predominance of larger bubbles. CONCLUSIONS
At low back pressures a larger amount of gas is
released, producing bigger bubbles in the foam.

Viscoelasticity hinders bubble nucleation, al- A systematic model of cellular structure predic-
tion in viscoelastic media, which incorporates thethough to a minor extent at our base conditions.

Growth rate on the other hand is accelerated simultaneous occurrence of nucleation and bubble
growth, has been developed. The initial conditionsunder high Deborah numbers. The fast growing

bubbles occupy the liquid region faster, the nu- correspond to the upper bound of the critical nu-
cleation state. An influence volume approach,cleation time decreases, and fewer bubbles nu-

cleate. Also, in viscoelastic liquids the smaller based on nucleation rate, is used to account for
the limited supply of dissolved gas. Numericalbubbles grow at faster rates which skews the

distribution in Figure 11 toward large size bub- analysis showed that bubble growth rate in-
creases with an increase of dissolved gas diffusionbles. At low Deborah numbers growth is rela-

tively slow, the simultaneous growth and nucle- in a polymer, gas solubility in a polymer, pressure
difference across a bubble surface, and the rela-ation occur for a longer period, and a large bub-

ble population results. tive importance of elastic to viscous effects. Fac-
tors that enhance bubble growth yield a widerThe strongest impact on the foam quality is due

to the Gibbs number NG which is a dimensionless range of bubble size distributions and the domina-
tion of larger bubbles. Lowering surface tensionmeasure of the barrier to overcome for nucleation.

Nucleation is very sensitive to the variation in increases nucleation rate dramatically and re-
sults in a much narrower bubble size distributionthis number. As shown in Figure 12, a lower NG

leads to a massive increase in the number of nu- and a much higher bubble density and smaller
bubble sizes.cleated bubbles and the liquid expanse is quickly
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